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Sponsoring Organizations

Sponsors

University of Hawai`i National Foreign Language Resource Center (NFLRC)
Michigan State University Center for Language Education and Research (CLEAR)

Co-Sponsors

Apprentissage des Langues et Systèmes d'Information et de Communication (ALSIC)
Australian Technology Enhanced Language Learning Consortium (ATELL)
Center for Advanced Research on Language Acquisition, University of Minnesota (CARLA)
Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington, DC (CAL)
Computer Assisted Language Instruction Consortium (CALICO)
European Association for Computer Assisted Language Learning (EUROCALL)
International Association for Language Learning Technology (IALLT)

Advisory and Editorial Boards

Advisory Board

Susan Gass Michigan State University gass@msu.edu
Richard Schmidt University of Hawai`i schmidt@hawaii.edu

Editorial Board

James D. Brown University of Hawai`i at Manoa brownj@hawaii.edu
Anna Uhl Chamot The George Washington Univ. auchamot@gwu.edu
Thierry Chanier Université de Franche-Comte thierry.chanier@univ-fcomte.fr
Carol Chapelle Iowa State University carolc@iastate.edu
Graham Crookes University of Hawai`i at Manoa crookes@hawaii.edu
Martha E. Crosby University of Hawai`i at Manoa crosby@ics.hawaii.edu
Graham Davies Thames Valley University grahamdavies1@compuserve.com
Robert Debski University of Melbourne robert@genesis.language.unimelb.edu.au
Robert Godwin-Jones Virginia Commonwealth Univ. rgjones@atlas.vcu.edu
Lucinda Hart-González Univ. of MD, University College lhart@umuc.edu
Joan Jamieson Northern Arizona University joan.jamieson@nau.edu
Batia Laufer University of Haifa batialau@research.haifa.ac.il
Jennifer Leeman George Mason University jleeman@gmu.edu
Allan Luke University of Queensland a.luke@mailbox.uq.edu.au
Mary Ann Lyman-Hager San Diego State University mlymanha@mail.sdsu.edu
Alison Mackey Georgetown University mackeya@gusun.georgetown.edu
Carla Meskill SUNY-Albany cmeskill@uamail.albany.edu
Denise Murray San Jose State University denise.murray@mwp.edu
Noriko Nagata University of San Francisco nagatan@usfca.edu